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Evaluate the question: "Does America need to reduce its bottled water consumption?"  
 A complete answer will address the Three Pillars (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

 You will be creating an infographic that communicates the issue and calls the reader to action.  

 

Your infographic must include: 

1. A slogan. The slogan will communicate your position on the issue 

2. An “illustrated” graph of survey data with an explanatory title  

3. One fact per Pillar relating to bottled water production/health/alternatives 

4. One bottled water related “illustrated data point” per Pillar  

5. A call to action. Describe an action that would help solve the issue. 

 

Essential content: 

 Your product must address at least FOUR of the following issues with respect to all 3 Pillars  

1. The production of costs of bottles  

2. The source and quantity of water used to fill bottles  

3. Safety of the bottled water (production and consumption) 

4. Alternatives to the water and/or the bottle 

5. Post consumption costs of bottled water 

6. Misconceptions regarding the water and/or bottle 

 

 

Research: Source #1 

1. Article title:  

 

2. List three FACTS that answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three Pillars it falls 

under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Fact   Pillar 

a.    

b.    

c.    

 

3. List two DATA POINTS that help answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three 

Pillars it falls under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Data   Pillar 

a.    

b.    

 

Research: Source #2 
1. Article title:  

 

2. List three FACTS that answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three Pillars it falls 

under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Fact   Pillar 

a.    

b.    

c.    

 

3. List two DATA POINTS that help answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three 

Pillars it falls under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Data   Pillar 

a.    

b.    
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Research: Source #3 

4. Article title:  

 

5. List three FACTS that answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three Pillars it falls 

under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Fact   Pillar 

a.    

b.    

c.    

 

6. List two DATA POINTS that help answer or describe one of the essential content. Label which of the Three 

Pillars it falls under (Environmental, Economy, and Social) 

Data   Pillar 

a.    

b.    

 

1. Your conclusions: Based on your research/background, answer the question "Does America need to reduce its bottled 

water consumption?" in a complete sentence. 

 

 

2. Change your position into a slogan. Make your positon clean by writing a slogan. Keep it simple. Think of advertising 

slogans: “Melts In Your Mouth, Not In Your Hand” or “America runs on Dunkin”. 

 

 

 

3. Which of the student’s survey question best illustrates why the issue is important? Give a reason why. 

 

 

 

4. Environmental Pillar: From the documentary “Tapped” and/or one you the articles: 

a. Give a FACT under the “Environmental Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

b. Give a DATA POINT “Environmental Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

c. Can you “illustrate” this data point on your infographic? 

 

5. Economic Pillar: From the documentary “Tapped” and/or one you the three articles: 

a. Give a FACT under the “Economic Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

 

b. Give a DATA POINT “Economic Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

 

Can you “illustrate” this data point on your infographic? 

 

6. Society Pillar: From the documentary “Tapped” and/or one you the three articles: 

a. Give a FACT under the “Society Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

 

b. Give a DATA POINT “Society Pillar” that supports your position: 

 

 

Can you “illustrate” this data point on your infographic? 

 

7. Describe an action that would help solve the issue.  How will this be illustrated on the infographic? 

 


